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Investigation of the spatial distribution of acoustic 
radiation resulting from emergence of a dislocation pile-up 
on a surface 
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Measurements are reported of the ipatial distribution of the various components of the stress tensor in the 
field of transition acoustic radiation generated on emergence of a pile-up of dislocations on the surface of a 
crystal or on formation of such a pile-up near the surface and its subsequent penetration into the crystal. 
Theoretical relationships are obtained for the emission of transition sound as a result of emergence of a planar 
dislocation pile-up and of a Peierls dislocation on the surface. Allowance for the finite width of the dislocation 
core makes it possible to remove consistently the divergence of the radiation fields and to relate the 
characteristics of the leading edge of an acoustic radiation pulse to the core width. The components of the 
stress tensor and of the vector describing the velocity of elements of the medium in the leading edge of an 
acoustic pulse are inversely proportional to the square root of the width of a dislocation core. A comparison 
of the experimental and theoretical results made allowing for the influence of the crystal anisotropy 
demonstrates validity of the theory of transition radiation in describing the spatial distribution of acoustic 
emission when a pile-up of dislocations emerges on the surface of a crystal. 

PACS numbers: 62.65. + k, 61.70.Le 

1. INTRODUCTION 

~ a t s i k '  used  the physical analogy between two field 
theories-electrodynamics and theory of elasticity-to 
consider theoretically the  t ransi t ion emiss ion  of sound 
by a dislocation emerg ing  on  the sur face  of a c rys ta l ,  in 
the  s a m e  way as the  t ransi t ion emiss ion  of electromag- 
netic waves has  been considered earlier.2 T h e  f i r s t  ex- 
perimental  investigation of the  t ransi t ion emiss ion  of 
sound w a s  repor ted  in Ref. 3. Among the latter inves- 
tigations it i s  worth noting Ref. 4 report ing the  f i r s t  
experimental  identification of t h e  t ransi t ion acoust ic  
radiation in its pure  form. Investigation of the  t rans i -  
tion emission of sound i s  of genera l  physical in te res t  
because it demons t ra tes  t h e  exis tence of t ransi t ion ra- 
diation f o r  waves of different origin. Moreover ,  such 
investigation provides a physical basis for  one of t h e  
promising nondestructive test ing methods, which is t h e  
method of acoust ic  emission.  

Comparison of var ious  mechanisms of the  emission 
of sound by  moving dislocations, d i scussed  by Natsik 

et  a l .  in  developing a theory of acoust ic  emission (for 
detai ls  see the  review in Ref. 6), shows that  under the 
conditions usually encountered in plast ic  deformation 
the grea tes t  contribution to t h e  acoust ic  emiss ion  is 
made not by the  acce le ra ted  motion of dislocations but 
by the p r o c e s s  assoc ia ted  with t h e  appearance or dis- 
appearance  of dislocations. Formation of dislocations 
n e a r  a n  interface followed by penetration into t h e  med- 
ium is also accompanied by t ransi t ion radiation. The 
appearance  of dislocations inside a c r y s t a l ,  which-in 
accordance with the  law of conservation of the  Burgers  
vector-is possible  only in  the  f o r m  of p a i r s  of disloca- 
t ions of opposite s igns ,  is accompanied by annihilation 
radiation. The disappearance of dislocations by e m e r -  
gence on a sur face  or by annihilation inside a c rys ta l  is 
also accompanied by t ransi t ion o r  annihilation radiation, 
respectively. In an earlier paper7 we  repor ted  a n  ex- 
perimental  investigation of the  annihilation radiation, 
whereas  in t h e  p resen t  paper  (which i s  a direct  contin- 
uation of the  investigations repor ted  in Refs. 4 and  7) 
we shall give t h e  experimental  results obtained in a 
study of the  t ransi t ion radiation. 
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2. EXPERIMENT 

We used basically the experimental method described 
in Refs. 4 and 7. Important additional information on 
the transition emission of sound can be obtained by de- 
termining the angular dependences of the various com- 
ponents of the s t ress  tensor in the wave zone. There- 
fore, in addition to piezoelectric transducers reacting 
to  torsional s t resses  (we shall call them type I trans- 
ducers), we also used type 11 piezoelectric transducers 
reacting to compressive stresses.  

The type I transducers were bimorphous Rochelle salt 
devices of 1.5 X 0.5 X 0.1 cm dimensions. The reson- 
ance frequency of the type I transducers was 14 kHz. 
The type I1 transducers were made of P ZT-19 piezoel- 
ectric ceramic. Their dimensions were 0.4 x 0.3 
x 0.09 cm. The resonance frequency of the type I1 
transducers was 1.8 MHz. 

An elastic twin consisting of rectilinear segments of 
twinning dislocations parallel to the Burgers vector b 
(Fig. 1) was formed in specially cut calcite crystals. 
In the course of formation of this twin a pile-up of twin- 
ning dislocations penetrated the crystal from the sur-  
face. This resulted in the transition emission of 
sound. After removal of an external load a pile-up 
of dislocations emerged from the crystal under the 
action of the surface tension forces. Once again the 
transition radiation was As pointed out 
earlier: the amplitude of the signal was in this case 
somewhat greater than in the case when dislocations 
penetrated into the crystal from the surface. 

The recorded acoustic emission signals were pulses 
of -10 msec duration. The spectrum of ultrasonic 
pulses was continuous with a maximum in the range of 
frequencies with a period close to the pulse duration. 
Information on the nature of the transient process was 
obtained by applying an ultrasonic pulse of known dura- 
tion and shape, produced by an tkltrasonic generator, to 
the system used in recording the acoustic emission. A 
comparison of the input and output signals showed that 
the time needed to determined the final value of the 
transient characteristic did not exceed 3 Psec. Thus, 
the transient process in the measuring system had 
practically no effect on the results of the measure- 
ments. 

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the process of measure- 
ment of the spatial distribution of acoustic radiation emitted 
a s  a result of emergence of a dislocation pile-up on a crystal 
surface: 1) calcite crystal; 2) elastic twin; 3) region of local- 
ization of radiation source; 4) piezo-electric transducer; Ri 
and R2 are distances from the radiation source to the ends of 
the transducer. 

FIG. 2. Angular distributions of the transition radiation re- 
corded using type I transducers: a) radiation obtained as  a 
result of penetration of a pile-up from the surface into a cry- 
stal; b) radiation obtained on emergence of a pile-up on the 
surface. The arrows identify the direction of motion of dis- 
locations. The black and white figures represent signals of 
opposite polarity. The macroscopic dimensions of the trans- 
ducers make it  impossible to carry out measurements in the 
direct vicinity of the crystal surface. The lower part of the 
figure shows the results of theoretical calculations which 
give the relative change in the signal amplitude resulting from 
variation of the angle q. 

The spatial distribution of the acoustic radiation was 
determined by measuring the emitted sound a t  surface 
points on the crystal with different coordinates relative 
to the source of the radiation: this was done by bonding 
successively the same piezoelectric transducer a t  var- 
ious points on the crystal while the process of emer- 
gence o r  penetration of a twin was repeated many times. 
The spatial distribution was determined much more 
easily when the type I transducers were used: a good 
acoustic contact was achieved also when a vacuum 
grease was used a s  the contact material and this made 
i t  possible to avoid repeated bonding of the transducer 
to the surface. The results of measurements of the an- 
gular distribution of the transition radiation with the aid 
of type I transducers a r e  plotted in Fig. 2 .  

FIG. 3. Angular distribution of the transition radiation record- 
ed with type II transducers: a) experimental results (the 
dashed curve i s  drawn through the experimental points for con- 
venience of comparison with the theoretical calculations); b) 
theoretical calculations for the edge part of the radiation field; 
C) theoretical calculations for the screw part of the radiation 
field. 
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The results of similar measurements made using 
type 11 transducers a r e  given in Fig. 3a. Figures 2a, 
2b, and 3a give the relative values of the signal ampli- 
tude A obtained in the process of gradual variation of 
the azimuthal coordinate keeping the coordinate r 
fixed. Under our conditions the amplitude A was pro- 
portional to the total force P acting on the transducer. 

We investigated also the dependence of the signal am- 
plitude on the distance from the source for a fixed 
azimuthal coordinate. The results obtained for  the type 
I transducers were practically identical with those ob- 
tained earlier. The results for the type 11 transducers 
a r e  plotted in Fig. 4. In a comparison of the experimen- 
tal data with the theory of the transition emission of 
sound we must bear in mind that Natsikl considered the 
radiation emitted by an isolated dislocation, whereas 
the experimental results have heen obtained for the ra- 
diation emitted hy a pile-up consisting of -lo3 disloca- 
tions. In view of this, it is interesting to consider the 
transition radiation emitted by a pile-up of dislocations 
emerging on a surface. 

3. EMISSION OF TRANSITION SOUND BY A 
PLANAR PILE-UP OF DISLOCATIONS AND BY 
A PEIERLS DISLOCATION 

We shall consider a planar pile-up of rectilinear 
screw dislocations parallel to the Z axis. The coor- 
dinate system i s  similar to that shown in Fig. 1. The 
linear density of dislocations in a pile-up i s  such that 
it can be described by a continuum function p(x,t). At 
a time t = O  the dislocations in the pile-up begin to 
emerge on the surface. Using the asymptotic solutions 
of Natsikl for the radiation fields of a single disloca- 
tion, we shall write down expressions for the velocities 
v, of elements of the medium and for the components of 
the s t ress  tensors UZx and qy of the resultant transi- 
tion radiation1': 

b sin cp 
v z ( ~ , 9 , t ) = m  D ( t ) ,  

yb sin 2cp '11 
a *  =- ( )  D ( t ) .  

where 

c, i s  the velocity of transverse acoustic waves, Y i s  the 
density of the medium, r and 40 a r e  polar coordinates, 

A, mi. unit: 

40 I- i 

FIG. 4. Dependence of the signal 
amplitude on the distance from 
the radiation source. 

V(t) is  the velocity of dislocations at the moment of their 
emergence on the surface, j(0,t) is the density of the 
dislocation flux which has the physical meaning of the 
number of dislocations emerging from the crystal sur- 
face in a unit time, and j(O,t)=p(O,t)V(t) (for details 
see Ref. 10). The radiation due to the transient nature 
of the motion of dislocations is usually much weaker 
than the transition radiation and, therefore, will be 
ignored here. 

It i s  interesting to apply these relationships to analyze 
the transition radiation in the case of emergence of a 
Peierls dislocation on the surface. The point i s  that 
the Natsik solution contains nonphysical divergences of 
the radiation fields in the leading edge of an acoustic 
pulse. In the final analysis, these divergences a r e  due 
to inapplicability of the continuum theory in the case of 
processes occurring in a dislocation core. One of the 
ways of describing a dislocation core i s  to use the 
Peierls dislocation model which i s  a planar pile-up of 
continuously distributed dislocations with infinitesimal- 
ly small Burgers vectors. " 

Let u s  assume that initially, a t  t = 0, a screw Peierls 
dislocation s tar ts  from a point x, and travels a t  a con- 
stant velocity V <<c, along the x axis toward the surface 
( x =  0). For simplicity, we shall assume that the struc- 
ture of the Peierls dislocation does not change on ap- 
proach to the surface; then, using Ref. 11, we obtain 

(217 i s  the dislocation width). Substituting p(x, t) into 
Eqs. (1)-(3), we obtain the transition radiation fields 
on emergence of a screw Peierls dislocation on the 
surface: 

b s i n q  ( i Va) 'hD, ( t l ,  
U*P- -- 

2'&n2 re, 6 
yb sin'cp ct V' 'I* 

a*"=- 7 (+ Ds(t)* 

where 
2qt"m 

Dl=p Arth - 
t+q2 

The s t ress  in the leading edge of a n  acoustic pulse is 
given by an expression of the type 

consequently, the characteristic of the fields v,, o,,, 
and qz in the leading edge of a wave a r e  related to the 
width of a dislocation core in accordance with the 1/11"' 
law. The narrower the dislocation core, the steeper 
is the leading edge of a transition radiation pulse and, 
finally, in the limit q -- 0, we have a square-root di- 
vergence which appears in the continuum approxima- 
tion. If we assume that the width of the dislocation 
core is 2q= b/n'12, we obtain an estimate of 0, given 
by Natsik. Thus, introduction of a finite width of a 
dislocation core makes it possible to remove in a con- 
sistent manner the divergence of the fields of the tran- 
sition emission of sound and to relate the characteristics 
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of a leading edge of an acoustic pulse to the width of a 
dislocation core. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The relationships (1143) obtained above for a planar 
pile-up will be used now to analyze the emission of 
sound resulting from the motion of an elastic twin near 
the surface because such a twin can be regarded, to a 
good approximation, as a planar pile-up of disloca- 
tions (see the review in Ref. 12). Since the exact solu- 
tion of the problem of radiation fields obtained allowing 
for the specific anisotropy of a crystal meets with con- 
siderable technical difficulties and an anisotropic cry - 
stal  was used in our experiments, we shall discuss a 
possible influence of the anisotropy. Transforming the 
tensor of the elastic moduli of calcite from a coordinate 
system with the Z axis parallel to the threefold axis, 
usually employed for rhombohedra1  crystal^,'^ to a 
coordinate system with the Z axis parallel to the dis- 
location axis, we find that c,, = c,, = c,, = 0 and the com- 
ponents c,,, c,,, and c,, a r e  considerably smaller than 
the other components of the tensor of the elastic moduli: 
(+)(c4, + c4, + c,,) +: 101° Pa,  whereas the average value 
of the elastic modulus of a crystal found by the Voigt 
method i s  4.5 X 101° Pa. If, in addition to the vanishing 
of c,,, c,,, and c,,, the components c,,, c,,, and c,, 
also vanish, we find that the elastic field of a disloca- 
tion can be represented by a superposition of pure screw 
and pure edge parts. " 

The smallness of the components c,,, c,,, and c,, al- 
lows us  to assume that such a separation into parts can 
be realized approximately in our case. Then, the dis- 
placement field of the screw part for the static case 
obtained allowing for the fact that c,, = 0 is" 

b b 0.3541 
&---arc@ - arc tg - . 

Zn 2% z 

This field can he obtained from the isotropic case by 
a simple change of scale along the Y axis. Clearly, 
this operation also gives the radiation field for an aniso- 
tropic crystal with the investigated type of anisotropy. 
The edge part of the radiation can be described2' using 
the results of Natsik and Chishko.14 

The type I piezoelectric transducers can give the an- 
gular dependence of the screw part of the radiation. 
since 

and the total force detected by these transducers i s  

(integration is carried out over the surface separating 
the transducer from the crystal). A comparison of the 
theoretical and experimental angular distributions of the 
screw part of the radiation, given in Fig. 2, demon- 
strates a satisfactory agreement between the theory and 
experiment. In the case of type 11 transducers, we have 

The total force P includes contributions from the screw 
PS and edge P parts: P=PS+P. These parts can be  
described by 

P e a  V [c3~(26"'sin2cp - '1, roscp sin 29 f 2 sinrp +- 6"'siu22q) 
1 1 -- -- + c32 (26"'cos cp - 6:'2 8"'sin 2cp sin cp - 2 sill 2cp - 'la sin 4 r p ) ] ( ~ ,  " RR, 1, 

1 I -- -- 
P' a vclJ sinq (Rl ' - R2 '). 

Here, 6 = c,/c, , where c, i s  the velocity of longitudinal 
acoustic waves, 65" e0.3 ,  c,, +: 3.22 x 10'' Pa,  c,, 
=4.45 x 10'' Pa,  and c,, % 11.9 x 101° Pa. Superposition 
of the edge (Fig. 3b) and screw (Fig. 3c) parts of the 
radiation found by calculation gives a pattern which i s  
in satisfactory agreement with the experimental results 
(Fig. 3a). The experimentally determined dependence 
of the signal amplitude on the distance from the radia- 
tion source (Fig. 4) i s  also in agreement with the theo- 
ry. 

The experimental detection of an easily reproducible 
spatial dependence of the signal shows that we a r e  in- 
deed observing acoustic radiation emitted by a disloca- 
tion and not natural vibrations of a crystal excited by 
this radiation. Our analysis of the experimental results 
demonstrates the applicability of the theory of the tran- 
sition emission of sound to the case when a dislocation 
pile-up emerges on the surface. 

We shall conclude by expressing our gratitude to 
V. D. Natsik for valuable discussions and to R.I. Gar- 
ber for his interest. 

These relationships can also be deduced from general ex- 
pressions for the transition radiation emitted by an arbi- 
trary fluxof dislocations emerging on a surface.' 

2)Natsik and Chishko" found the radiation fields in the case 
of annihilation of edge dislocations in an isotropic medium 
but the bulk radiation was identical with the radiation ob- 
tained a s  a result of emergence of dislocations on a surface 
or a s  a result of annihilation. 
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An analysis is made of the linear response of an exciton insulator with an allowed dipole transition to a 
homogeneous alternating electric field. It is shown that the electron subsystem of such an insulator has two 
low-frequency branches of natural oscillations, one of which corresponds (in the homogeneous case) to phase 
oscillations, and the other to oscillations of the modulus of the order parameter. The frequency of the latter 
oscillation exceeds the dissociation threshold but nevertheless the oscillation is weakly damped. Both 
oscillations are accompanied by the flow of a current and, therefore, the response (i.e, the dependence of the 
current on the field) is resonant. 

PACS numbers: 72.20. - i 

1. INTRODUCTION the momentum operator ,  calculated using Bloch func- 
tions corresponding to the  e x t r e m a  of the  bands under 

Exciton insulators  with a n  allowed dipole t ransi t ion 
consideration; these  functions should b e  selected to  be  are at t ract ing in te res t  because unusual p roper t i es  have 
real f o r  the e x t r e m a  located a t  zero quasimomentum 

been predicted f o r  them (including spontaneous c u r r e n t s  
and then p12 is a purely imaginary quantity; in the other  

and superdiamagnetism1-'). We sha l l  not d i s c u s s  these  cases all th i s  can b e  done by a canonical transformation. 
propert ies:  we  shall b e  interested i n  the l inear  re- 

The  Hamiltonian (1) is independent of the spin indices: 
sponse of such  a n  exciton insulator  to a homogeneous 

s inglet  pairing is assumed.  All t h e  calculations will  b e  
alternating e lec t r ic  field. We shall show that the  re- 

c a r r i e d  out f o r  zero absolute temperature.  
sponse is resonant ,  by analogy t o  substances which a r e  
active in  the infrared p a r t  of the  spec t rum;  this  is due 
to the fact  that in  a n  exciton insulator with a n  allowed 
dipole t ransi t ion even a homogeneous field affects  the  
magnitude of the  o r d e r  parameter  (gap i n  the spec t rum)  
already in the l inear  approximation and, therefore,  
the re  is a relationship between the field and f r e e  oscilla- 
tions of the system. In contrast  to  the  substances men- 
tioned above, whose infrared activity is due  to the lat- 
t ice, w e  sha l l  consider  the c a s e  when this  activity is 
ent i rely due to  the p roper t i es  of the electron subsys-  
tem. 

In the  presence  of a homogeneous e lec t r ic  field the 
vector  potential may b e  assumed to b e  independent of the 
coordinates  and we  can then u s e  the momentum repre-  
sentation, so  that Eq. (1) can b e  modified t o  

'/t(k-A)'-p vIz(k-A) +A (k) . 
H(k)= ( vZI (k-A) +A'(k), -'/,(k-A)'+p ) (2) 

the  following simplifications and the notation are used 
above: 

pI Jma=vIZ, eA/c+A, m=l .  
(3 

The  problem is t o  find the l inear  response  of the sys-  

We shal l  u s e  the s imples t  the Hamiltonian of 
t e m  descr ibed  by the  Hamiltonian (2), i.e., t o  find the 

the sys tem considered i n  the  two-band approximation 
relat ionship between the  c u r r e n t  and the field. In a 
weak  field t h e  problem can naturally b e  solved by per-  

can be  wri t ten in  the  f o r m  of a matr ix:  
turbation theorv. More ~ r e c i s e l v .  we  sha l l  u s e  the uer- - ,  

turbation theory to solve the  equation f o r  the  Green func- 
. tion; in  th i s  case t h e  Green function is a 2 x 2 matr ix,  

whose elements  are defined as follows: 

.. (Gt ( t ,  t')).,=-i(Ta,t(t)a,k'(t') ), 

Here, k=-  iV; A is the vector  potential; A is the  o r d e r  (4) 

parameter ;  m, is the electron mass ;  m is the effective where  a,,@), a,,+(t) are the opera tors  (in the Heisenberg 
mass ,  assumed to b e  the  s a m e  f o r  a n  electron and a representat ion)  of the  annihilation and creat ion of a n  
hole; the constant p r e p r e s e n t s  the d e g r e e  of overlap of e lectron with a quasimomentum k in a band n (n = 1 or 
t h e  original bands ( p  > 0); pi2 is the m a t r i x  element of 2). 
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